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LeBron James is a force to be reckoned with on the court. Dirk Nowitzki can drain a three point

shot at will. And few players can match Dwight Howard's defensive skills. Whether you like

offense or defense, the game's greatest stars can show you how it's done.
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Ebook Tops Junkie!, “Spark interest in reading. My son wasn't a motivated reader...until I

purchased "The World's Greatest..." books. He read to me every night and progressed two

reading levels in a very short period of time. The story provided facts that aren't seen on t.v.,

giving an intimate knowledge about the celebrity.”

savvysav15, “Got as gift, no issues. Got this as a gift for my sports loving 11 year old cousin.

He hasn't said anything about it but he seemed to like it when he got it.”

Doc R., “The World's Greatest Basketball Players. I purchased this for my 11-year-old

grandson who is mad for basketball. He loves it! I had a very hard time finding a book of this

sort for his age-group, and we are both glad Amazon had this one.”

Arletta, “My boy , 14 years, likes these book very much. Good book with the good picture and

simple explanation .... suitable for boy with age 13 or 15 years old”

The book by Matt Doeden has a rating of  5 out of 3.1. 8 people have provided feedback.
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